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Best Buy Is No Circuit City
But the Closing of 50 Big Box Stores Still Troubles the Retail Industry
Best Buy Co. Inc. shook up the retail real estate industry last week not just for reporting a $1.7 billion loss in its
most recent quarter which included 2011 holiday shopping sales, but also for its plans to close 50 U.S. big box
stores in the coming year and lay off 400 workers and shrinking its store sizes.
Right away, media and industry analysts were speculating that Best Buy might become the next Circuit City
chain. Circuit City filed for bankruptcy in November 2008.
While there are parallels, there is a lot that sets Best Buy far apart from Circuit City.
Five months before Circuit City's bankruptcy filing, it was indicating it planned to continue rolling out more
superstores. Then one month before the filing, it put the brakes on expansion and skidded into bankruptcy
operating 712 superstores; now all closed. In fact, with Circuit City out of the way things were looking up for
electronics retailer Best Buy.
What changed and what's different?
According to The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania marketing professors Best Buy's troubles are, in
part, a sign of the weak economy.
Most of the products Best Buy sells are not necessities and Best Buy has been getting fierce competition from
other large retailers, such as Staples, Costco, Walmart and Target.
In addition, like Best Buy several other big chains are also trimming back their number of larger stores: Sears
and Kmart, Gap and Abercrombie & Fitch.
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$200M+ IN TX, AR, OK, LA, AL & KS COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE & NOTES
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FEATURED COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE:
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Starting Bid:. $1,500,000
Size:........................ 60,209 SF
Type:.......................Mixed-Use
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Starting Bid:.........................................$3,000,000
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Loan Status:.........................................Non-Performing
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Size:........................ 80,401 SF
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CLICK TO SEARCH 40+ PROPERTIES IN 6 STATES
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Wharton marketing professor Stephen Hoch "I have admired the way that they [Best Buy] have survived when
others have failed, such as Circuit City and that they have adapted to an unpredictable high tech market better
than anyone else. They just don't need as many stores right now and don't need as much space in the stores
that they keep — probably at least as difficult a problem as completely closing 50 stores."
Garrick Brown, director of research for Terranomics and the ChainLinks Retail Advisors Group, said Best Buy's
announced plans also prompted many pundits to reflect on the "death of big box retail."
"To that, we would have to point out the fact that Best Buy is now selling almost as many iPhones as Apple
itself… so that gloomy outlook may be jumping the gun," Brown said.
Unlike Circuit City that was losing sales as consumers started switching from tangible movie and music disks to
cloud-based downloads, the growing mobile technology field is all about gadgets and Best Buy is aligning its
store growth in that direction.
Best Buy's transformation strategy also consists of a series of actions to increase points of presence, while
decreasing overall square footage. The company intends to remodel key stores and to continue to build out the
successful Best Buy Mobile small format stores throughout the U.S. by opening as many as 100 smaller format
stores.
Best Buy is testing the closing and expansion initiatives in the Minneapolis/St. Paul and San Antonio metro
areas. The company expects total big box square footage in these combined test markets to be reduced by
almost 20% through store downsizing and closures, while points of presence will increase by more than 20%.
The results in other markets won't necessarily match those in the Twin Cities and San Antonio, Best Buy's Jim
Muehlbauer, CFO said.
"Our density of stores is much higher in the Twin Cities than it is in San Antonio that's part of the reason
purposely we picked two different types of markets to focus on," Muehlbauer said. "We have many, many, many
stores that provide well above our investment returns in the portfolio today. As a matter of the fact, of the – even
of the stores that we're announcing from a closure standpoint they are just a handful of them that don't make
money on NOP basis and even fewer that don't make money from a cash flow basis."
R. J. Hottovy, a director of equity analysis with Morningstar, likes the strategy.
"As we've advocated for some time, these decisions should help to lower the company's overall cost structure,
which can be invested in more aggressive pricing to better compete with rivals like Amazon, Wal-Mart and
Costco and improve the overall customer experience," Hottovy noted. "Some of the cost savings have also been
earmarked to fund key growth initiatives, such as building out more productive small-box formats, expanding
digital capabilities, and further penetrating the Chinese market--each of which strikes us as prudent sources of
capital."
"Taken together, we view these initiatives as a step in the right direction for the beleaguered retailer, though it
remains unclear whether they are sufficient enough to curtail and reverse recent market share losses or whether
the company needs to evaluate even more aggressive cost-cutting measures to stay competitive," Hottovy said.
However, the strategy going forward is no guarantee of success. Wharton marketing professor John Zhang
noted this week: "I believe that Best Buy's struggle is just beginning."
Consumers looking to buy more expensive electronics are no longer subject to sales tactics at individual stores,
because they are armed with mobile phones and can compare products and prices at will, he said.
"In the end, smart customers trick Best Buy into providing them free consulting services" on electronics they may
ultimately purchase elsewhere, Zhang noted.
David Tobin, principal of Mission Capital Advisors, a financial advisory firm in New York that specializes in sale of
CRE debt, said the Best Buy news is worrisome.
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"We are concerned about the structural implications of the Best Buy store closure announcement," Tobin said.
"This signifies continued erosion in the retail sector and we are challenged to think of who the replacement
tenant is for these stores."
Using Trepp LoanAdvisor, CoStar Group found 269 CMBS loans backed by collateral with exposure to Best Buy
as a tenant. The loans have an unpaid principal balance of about $6.26 billion. Of the loans, 18 are currently
delinquent on their loan repayment and 10 of those loans are in special servicing. In addition, CoStar Group
found 52 locations backing CMBS loans at which Best Buy's lease was scheduled to expire in the next 12
months.

GSA: A Misguided Sacking?
Of all the spending that could have brought down the heads of U.S. General Services Administration this week,
the $800,000+ Las Vegas shindig seems like much to do about nothing.
Martha Johnson, head of the General Services Administration resigned after firing two of her top deputies and
placing four managers on leave. The shakeout came following a report from the GSA Inspector General
criticizing "excessive and wasteful" spending on conference planning for the GSA's 2010 Western Regions
Conference in Las Vegas.
Public Buildings Service chief Robert A. Peck, a fixture in the Washington area real estate community on his
second stint running the department, was forced out, along with Johnson's top adviser, Stephen Leeds.
In addition, the GSA is reviewing potential further disciplinary action where warranted, implementing reforms to
its accounting procedures, cancelling all future Western Regions Conferences, reducing travel budgets and
exploring every opportunity for funds recovery.
The metro Washington DC real estate industry is taking the news particularly hard.
"The action of the executive branch this week has caused several tragedies," said John P. Kyle, senior vice
president of Cresa Washington DC. "First and foremost, the president has sacked, dishonored and disgraced an
outstanding public servant, Bob Peck, whom I have known and respected for many years. For virtually his entire
career, Bob, a Green Beret, has worked in the public domain. Bob Peck – and probably his fired associates
whom I don't know personally – deserved a better fate.
"At GSA, Bob Peck had well begun implementing efficiencies by obtaining higher quality professional services,
establishing better relationships with providers, reducing the occupied space per employee (including his own)
and promoting an esprit de corps there," Kyle said. "Bob Peck did not initiate the Las Vegas Western
Conference. GSA had staged the conference in question for many years, an event intended to promote the
social organization along the lines of a corporate retreat. In the overall scheme of the GSA budget, the cost of
this conference amounted to a pimple on an elephant's ass."
Dennis O. Kane, president and CEO of Kane Construction Inc. deadpans: "Waste in the federal government?
Shocking. Simply shocking..."
But seriously, Kane wonders is this really about $800,000?
"The conference would have had to cost something to put on- so how much was waste in reality? I am sure a lot
- but not the whole expenditure," Kane said. And not enough in the scheme of things to cause Peck's dismissal.
He is a seasoned real estate guy and was valuable to the GSA."
"To think this is really anything other than election year politics would be a mistake," Kane said. "Covering their
flank, so to speak, as we head towards November."
Kane's question about the amount involved really does beg the question.
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Since Peck took over as Commissioner of Public Buildings for GSA in August 2009, the U.S. General Accounting
Office has issued 29 reports identifying areas where the General Services Administration could have saved
costs. Take just this one example from last summer: Report GAO-11-879T on Aug 4, 2011 Overreliance on
Leasing Contributed to High-Risk Designation.
The report concluded that "overreliance on costly leased space was one of several factors that contributed to
GAO's designation of federal real property management as a government-wide high-risk issue."
"The federal government's real property portfolio includes more than 900,000 buildings and structures worth
hundreds of billions of dollars. Many of these properties are leased from private-sector owners, often at total
costs that would exceed what the government would pay for ownership," the report said.
"Although GSA's goal is to cover the administrative costs of private sector leases with fees it charges the tenant
agencies, it has been unable to do so in recent years--losing more than $100 million in fiscal year 2009--raising
concerns about the agency's management of its leased properties," the report said.
The GAO report noted that the Obama administration's proposed Civilian Property Realignment Act would reform
federal real property management and disposal and that it was currently examining opportunities for
consolidating federal operations and moving them from leased space to federally owned sites.
In the past two years, the GSA has set out to right some of the criticism by seeking to dispose of $450 million in
properties. Just two weeks ago, now ousted PBS chairman Peck testified to the House Subcommittee on
Economic Development, Public Buildings, and Emergency Management that it had reached $300 million of that
goal.
And even as the GSA has been criticized for the way it was handling leases, the administration turned to the
GSA to right a $557 million lease fiasco the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission signed for at a newlyrenovated office building at 400 Seventh St. SW in Washington, DC, known as Constitution Center.
The SEC OIG investigation found that: "the circumstances surrounding the SEC's entering into a lease contract
with David Nassif Associates ("DNA") for 900,000 square feet of space at the Constitution Center facility in July
2010 represents another in a long history of missteps and misguided leasing decisions made by the SEC since it
was granted independent leasing authority by Congress in 1990."
As it turned out, the SEC didn't need that much space because of growing budget uncertainties and had to find
other tenants to take the majority of the space. To right its excessive spending the SEC turned to the GSA.
SEC Chair Mary Schapiro apologized to a Congressional House panel and agreed to relinquish authority for
SEC leasing to GSA, saying "the SEC now recognizes the benefits of having the General Services
Administration manage its future leasing, [which] is not our core mission."
As one DC real estate executive told CoStar: "Note how SEC staff involved with $550 million Constitution Center
lease are still drawing salaries - none have been fired and SEC is back leasing data center space as a "service"
contract. Let the GSA stay in a Las Vegas Strip suite; instead why doesn't the administration focus on tens of
millions in SEC waste."
That may just be where this all heads as election year politics heat up.
"It is outrageous that this agency [GSA], which costs the taxpayers billions because it's sitting on its assets,
would spend nearly a million dollars on a Vegas junket," said U.S. Rep. John L. Mica (R-FL), Chairman of the
Transportation and Infrastructure Committee. "This agency may have been hoping that everything that happened
in Vegas would stay in Vegas."
But it is the tip of the iceberg, Mica said. His committee plans to hold a hearing later this month on the Las Vegas
conference and "other administrative costs."
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Tranzon Fox: Bankruptcy Auction: 586± Ac with 2.4± Miles of Water Frontage

Who Says a Dollar Doesn't Go Very Far – They're Everywhere
In some ways, Dollar General Corp.'s opening of its 10,000th store this past weekend stands as a signpost in the
growth of this segment of discount retailing. The store in Merced, CA, gives the retailer a coast-to-coast
presence for the first time in its history but is also indicative of the pervasiveness of these now neighborhood
fixtures.
Dollar General and other publicly held competitors Family Dollar Stores Inc. and Dollar Tree Stores Inc. hosted
earnings conference calls in the past couple of weeks in which their executives discussed their impressive
growth and strategies for continuing to expand their footprints.
"We hit our target of opening 625 new stores and remodeling or relocating 575 stores in 2011, increasing our
selling square footage by 7%. Most of this growth was in our existing 35 states, but in 2011, we expanded our
footprint into Connecticut, New Hampshire and Nevada, our first new state since 2006," said Rick Dreiling,
chairman and CEO of Dollar General.
The new Merced store is among the 50 stores in California Dollar General expects to open by year end.
"These stores as well as our stores in Nevada, Arizona and New Mexico will be served by our new distribution
center near Bakersfield beginning in April," Dreiling said. "To support expansion of our existing markets, we also
built a new distribution center in Alabama, which began shipping to stores earlier this month."
Overall, square footage this year is also expected to grow by 7%.
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"We also plan to continue our remodel and relocation program including an additional 550 stores in 2012,"
Dreiling said. "The vast majority of our new stores and relocations will be traditional Dollar General stores.
However, our plans also include in addition of approximately 40 new Dollar General Markets which will take us to
more than 100 market stores by the end of next year."
"In addition we plan to expand our test of the larger format Dollar General store that we refer to internally as DG
Plus. This format has expanded coolers but no fresh meat and produce. These stores have about 10,000 square
feet of selling space and while it is still very early, customer response has been very strong to this format," he
added.
Family Dollar Stores Inc. has a presence in 45 U.S. states with 7,100 stores in rural and urban settings.
"Year-to-date we've opened 184 new stores and we're on track to achieve the upper end of our plan of 450 to
500 new stores this year," said Howard R. Levine, chairman and CEO of Family Dollar. "Since launching our
renovation program last year, we have refreshed more than 1,300 stores."
As part of its new store growth strategy, Family Dollar has created a fee development program, intended to
provide it with a more cost effective means to finance the construction of new store locations.
Previously, developers would use their own capital to fund the construction of new sites, which they would then
lease to Family Dollar.
Under the new program, Family Dollar works with select developers to construct the new sites using its
investment grade credit rating to achieve a lower all-in cost. Upon completion of construction, the company owns
the stores. The plan then is to use sale-leaseback transactions as a source of capital.
Michael K. Bloom, Family Dollar president and COO, said the company has found it can achieve a 200 basis
point improvement in the cost of capital.
"That enables us to reach out for more site locations," he said, adding that "there is some pain in terms of the
use of capital to start the program up and funded but once we get that going it will be a regular cadence of these
source of deals."
Dollar Tree Stores Inc. is spread out across 48 U.S. states and 5 Canadian Provinces with 4,351 stores.
It is opening stores in the 8,000- to 12,000-gross-square-foot range with a targeted average store size of 11,500
gross square feet with at least 70 feet of store frontage.
"For the full year 2011, as planned, we opened 278 new stores and relocated and expanded 91 stores for a total
of 369 projects," said Bob Sasser, president and CEO of Dollar Tree. "Selling square footage increased 6.9%
and we ended the year with 4,351 stores. Our plan for 2012 includes approximately 315 new stores and 75
relocations or expansions for a total of 390 projects in the U.S. and Canada."
"We plan to add [distribution] capacity strategically to support our growth ahead of the need," Sasser said. "In
this regard we're currently finalizing plans to increase our logistics capacity in the Northeast and I expect these
plans to be finalized over the next three months."
In addition to opening new Dollar Tree stores, the company is also developing new retail formats. Deal$ is its
multi-priced format, where not everything is of $1, but everything is of value.
"By lifting the restriction of the $1 price point, we can serve even more customers with more products and more
categories," Sasser said. "We opened 28 new Deal$ stores in 2011 and ended the year with a net total of 182
Deal$ stores. We plan to continue this growth rate in 2012."
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Bank-Ordered Auction 80+ Properties in North and South Carolina

CRE Deal Activity Decelerating
New first quarter office market reports from Cassisdy & Turley and Jones Lang LaSalle show that activity across
the U.S. office sector is proceeding at a substantially slower pace than what occurred in the latter part of 2010
and throughout 2011.
"We are at a point where there is healthy job creation, but over 50 percent of the jobs created in recent months
using office space were temp jobs," said Kevin Thorpe, Cassidy Turley's chief economist. "These jobs don't
move the needle immediately for the office sector, but they do set the stage for much stronger demand numbers
down the road."
"U.S. office rents hit bottom at the end of 2010. But given that there are still high vacancy levels, there will not be
a jump in rents anytime soon in most markets. Overall, asking rents will increase by approximately 1 percent this
year," Thorpe said.
[Editor's Note: CoStar Group will not issue its own first quarter office market report until mid-April after it has
confirmed and accounted fully for all deals through the end of March.]
"Overall, the first quarter presented a mixed bag of results and expectations for the rest of the year," said John
Sikaitis, senior vice president of research at Jones Lang LaSalle. "While the recovery slowed during the quarter,
it remains intact."
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"Looking ahead to the remainder of 2012, markets will continue to recover, and in some cases contract, at
different rates of speed," Sikaitis said. "Overall rents across most markets will grow, but at slow and measured
paces unless some significant cushion of technology or energy pockets exist."
Nearly two-thirds of the 45 markets tracked by Jones Lang LaSalle demonstrated stable or declining leasing
volumes.
Technology expansion and startup activity gained momentum in almost every market with prospects for growth.
Energy-heavy markets posted some of the largest leases and witnessed sales momentum and speculative new
construction.
Despite declines in leasing volume, 57.8 percent of the markets saw gains in tour velocity and active tenants
compared to the previous quarter.
Sales activity and volume was evenly distributed among geographies with nearly one third of markets reporting
an uptick in sales.
Construction remained low across most markets; however, activity has increased from 18.1 million square feet
under development to 33.7 million square feet.
Cassidy & Turley noted the following key regional highlights.
All four census regions recorded net gains in demand for office space.
The West region led the way with the largest amount of new net demand, followed by the South, then the
Midwest and the Northeast, respectively.
The top 10 markets in terms of net demand for office space included Houston, San Jose, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Seattle, Austin, Denver, Miami, Orlando and Raleigh, NC.
San Francisco led the country in rent growth compared to a year-ago.
"The energy and the tech-driven markets are the clear standouts right now. It has become a reoccurring theme
that markets in Texas and California are leading the nation in most demand and rent growth metrics," Thorpe
said.

Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da: Life Goes on for Nonperforming Loans
Homebuilder Lennar Corp., which has found success in the distressed investment arena through its subsidiary
Rialto Capital Management, gave the CMBS industry another boost this past week by putting out the first CMBS
issuance of non-performing commercial real estate loans in years.
How big a deal is this to the CMBS market? One Trepp LLC analyst summed it up this way: "this is something
that excites us every bit as much as the release of the Beatles' White Album did… We hope that this is the first of
many to hit the market over the next few months."
The Rialto Capital Series 2012-LT1 deal being issued by JPMorgan is a collection of loans, most of which are
REO or delinquent. (There are also a smaller percentage of loans that are still performing as some additional
collateral.) Most of the collateral is currently non-paying and all non-performing assets are assumed to have a
0% coupon.
"In other words, the assets do not generate enough cash to pay the fees and bond interest at issuance," Trepp
said.
The deal has been set up as a liquidating trust: the collateral manager will seek to dispose of the assets quickly
enough to pay down the bond balance before the reserves to pay deal fees and bond interest are depleted. The
deal is over-collateralized to account for future anticipated loan losses.
Fitch Ratings expects to give the $132 million deal a BBB rating; Moody's Investors Service a Baa3 rating.
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The notes are secured by 271 performing and nonperforming mortgages securing 266 properties, 11 unsecured
loans, and 38 properties acquired at acquisition or through foreclosure.
Prior to securitization, the assets were owned by Rialto Real Estate Fund LP in separate subsidiaries that held
the loans and the REO.
Post-closing, the parent issuer will form an REO subsidiary for each loan prior to the conversion to REO status,
and the REO subsidiary will hold title to such REO property.
The three largest loans in the CMBS pool are as follows.
Collateral for loan 1 is a 135-room Sheraton hotel in downtown Columbia, SC. Built as an office building
in 1913, the property, known as the Palmetto Building, is listed in the National Register of Historic
Places. The subject was acquired in 2004 and converted to its current use in 2008. Original loan
proceeds of approximately $16 million were used to reposition the asset. The loan is currently
nonperforming due to maturity default.
Loan 2 is secured by a 181-room Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites in Columbia, SC, which was originated in
2006 for $8.76 million. The loans were used to finance acquisition and renovation of the subject and are
currently non-performing.
Loan 3 is secured by a 145,545-square-foot office building in Miami Lakes, FL, within Miami's Hialeah
submarket. Originally constructed in 1983, the subject was purchased by the borrower in September
2008 for $11.4 million with the intent to renovate and reposition the asset. The loan is currently
nonperforming, with outstanding debt of approximately $12.3 million relative to the initial loan balance of
$18.4 million.
Lennar's, Rialto Capital Management has invested more than $1.1 billion to acquire more than $5.2 billion of
primarily commercial real estate loans, assets, and securities. RCM acquired and assumed management of
approximately $4.7 billion in unpaid principal balance (UPB) of nonperforming and distressed assets from nine
different sellers during 2010–2011.
Two initial portfolios totaling more than $3 billion in UPB, purchased in February 2010 in partnership with the
FDIC, were an aggregation of more than 5,500 distressed loans from 22 different failed banks taken over by the
FDIC. To date, more than 560 loans have been resolved and another 1,650-plus loans, representing $1.5 billion
in UPB, have been foreclosed and are now REO or were subsequently sold.
During 2010–2011, RCM acquired an additional $1.7 billion in UPB representing more than 1,600 distressed
loans and REO assets, either on balance sheet or within the fund, through negotiated transactions primarily with
regional banks. The subject collateral was acquired from third-party originators between February 2010 and
2011.

A Hale & Hearty First Quarter for Health Care REIT Financings
REITs investing in health-care related real estate posted a strong quarter of fundraising and financing activity,
pulling in more than $6 billion.
Long Beach, CA-based HCP was one of the big winners pricing of a public offering of 9 million shares of its
common stock, pulling in $295.5 million of the proceeds. It used those proceeds to pay down debt.
Also in the quarter, HCP amended its existing $1.5 billion unsecured revolving credit facility, reducing the pricing
and extending the maturity of the facility one additional year to March 2016. Based on HCP's current credit
ratings, the amended facility bears interest annually at LIBOR plus 107.5 basis points and has a facility fee of
17.5 basis points that in the aggregate represent a 55 basis point reduction to the company's funded interest
cost.
In Toledo, OH, Health Care REIT Inc. raised $1.4 billion in the quarter through the sale of preferred and
common stock. It is using the net proceeds to redeem $126 million in senior notes due 2026, repay up to $226
million of secured debt, and for investing in health care and seniors housing properties.
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In Scottsdale, AZ, Healthcare Trust of America Inc. closed a new $875 million unsecured, 4-year credit facility.
The credit facility consists of a $575 million revolving credit facility and a $300 million term loan. The credit facility
will mature in March 2016. The term loan will be initially priced at LIBOR plus 185 bps. The credit facility will
replace HTA's existing $575 million credit facility maturing May 2014 and reduced HTA's funded interest cost by
60 bps. Proceeds will be also be used to fund acquisitions.
Ventas Inc. in Chicago priced a public offering of $600 million aggregate principal amount of 4.25% senior notes
due 2022. The company then completed its previously announced acquisition of Cogdell Spencer Inc. With the
closing, Ventas is now the largest owner of medical office buildings in the U.S. with more than 21 million square
feet of owned and managed properties.
Also, Medical Properties Trust Inc. in Birmingham, AL, raised $400 million -- half of it coming from a public
stock offering and the other half from an offering of senior notes.
The company was planning to use the proceeds to fund a portion of the acquisition of assets from and loans to
Ernest Health Inc.

Hayman Company for Property Management and Receivership Services
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As CRE Loan Prices Increasing, Deal Volume Declining
The aggregate value of commercial real estate (CRE)
loans priced by debt exchange company DebtX that
collateralize CMBS climbed to 86.9% as of Feb. 29.
Loan values were 79.9% as of February 2011.
"CRE loan prices in February continued the upward
trend of the past year," said DebtX CEO Kingsley
Greenland. "CRE loan prices rose due to the continued
tightening of credit spreads, despite a moderate rise in
treasury rates during February."
In February, DebtX priced 50,880 CRE loans with a
$611.7 billion aggregate principal balance.
Interestingly, as CRE loan values have picked up, deal volume has fallen. A year ago in February, DebtX priced
$657.1 million in loans.
"Generally, CMBS has been a declining asset class
since 2008, meaning new issuance has not kept up with
run-off. What little new issuance there has been has
likely contributed to rising prices, as only "good" loans
are securitized," Kingsley told CoStar Group.
"It is also likely that a lot of the worst loans have already
been liquidated, also serving to drive prices up.
Declining interest rates have also played a part in
increasing prices. Finally, as a general rule, as loans
amortize prices increase as lower loan balances
translate into lower LTVs and higher prices," Kingsley
added.

Tough Out There Even for Banks;
CRE Writedowns, Tougher Loan Terms Forces BankTrust To Find a Buyer
After a disappointing month of news, the parent company of the $1.8 billion BankTrust in Mobile, AL, is looking
for a merger partner.
BancTrust Financial Group Inc. came to that conclusion after realizing it wouldn't be able to recapitalize the
company as an independent entity. In addition, the bank holding company said it is going to have to revise its
year-end results that it will see it go from losing a little more than $1 million to losing more than $50 million.
And like the situations that many borrowers face these days, BankTrust Financial Group is finding that it too has
to accept tougher terms on renegotiated loans.
BancTrust Financial Group reported this past week that deteriorated asset quality indicators and a longer than
expected liquidation horizon of nonperforming assets require it to increase its provision for loan losses and
decrease the carrying value of some of its commercial real estate owned.
The company has decided to increase its provision for loan losses by an estimated $13.25 million and write
down the net carrying value of other real estate owned by an estimated $27 million, for the year ended Dec. 31,
2011. The combination of these adjustments is expected to result in a net loss to common shareholders for the
year of $50.94 million.
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At year-end BankTrust reported holding $80 million in foreclosed commercial real estate properties and just $4
million in single-family loans.
Separately, BancTrust Financial Group entered into a loan modification with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
(FDIC). The loan being modified is secured by all of the outstanding common stock of BankTrust and currently
has an outstanding principal balance of $20 million. BankTrust borrowed the money from Silverton Bank, which
later failed and the FDIC became the receiver of the loan.
The modification relieves BancTrust Financial Group from having to make any principal payments under the note
prior to maturity next April. But the modification also increases the interest rate on the loan from one-month
LIBOR plus 5% to one-month LIBOR plus 7%. The modification also requires the company to establish an
escrow account with the lender in the amount of $1.08 million to fund the first four quarterly payments.
Earlier this month, BancTrust Financial Group ended its efforts to recapitalize the company with two private
equity firms to serve as lead investors providing approximately 49% of the anticipated capital to be raised.
"While we began the capital raise believing we could generate significant shareholder value as a recapitalized
independent entity competing through our franchise in the markets in which we operate, it became increasingly
clear as the process neared conclusion that the recapitalization could only be effected at a price level that was
not in our shareholders' interest. Instead, the board of directors has authorized management to seek a
recapitalization of the company through a strategic merger, and we are in the process of pursuing that strategy,"
stated Bibb Lamar, Jr., president and CEO of BancTrust Financial Group.

What's Another $16 Bil. in Maturing Loans? More Underwater Discoveries
The amount of commercial real debt now expected to mature this year has been upped from $346 billion to $362
billion, according to Trepp LLC's research team headed by Matt Anderson in Oakland.
For the 5-year period 2012 to 2016, Trepp estimates $1.73 trillion of CRE maturities.
"Liquidity has improved in the last two years, but this will still be a tall order for the market to fill with the CMBS
market not yet hitting its full stride and many balance-sheet lenders (banks) looking to trim their CRE exposure,"
Anderson said.
Furthermore, Trepp's latest estimates of loan-to-value (LTV) ratios for the maturing mortgages indicate that
nearly two-thirds of the maturities through 2016 are underwater or borderline-underwater.
"Rising values will help improve the LTV picture, but we see a special issue potentially looming for 2016
maturities," Anderson said. "We estimate that as much as 56% of the 2016 maturities are underwater by 10% or
more, reflecting the large volume of 10-year mortgages that were originated at the market peak in 2006."

Toronto Fund Raising $50 Mil. for Distressed U.S. Retail Assets
Slate Properties Inc. in Toronto has filed a $50 million offering with Canadian authorities to purchase distressed
U.S. assets.
The investment objectives of Slate U.S. Opportunity (# 1) Realty Trust are to focus on anchored retail properties.
Slate will initially target properties in secondary U.S. markets at attractive valuations. Many of these opportunities
may be "off-market" and not widely marketed for sale. In is particularly interested in well-developed sub-markets
with limited risk of new development; and where the anchor tenants have a dominant position.
In its filing, Slate said it believes that an opportunity exists to acquire high-quality assets priced between $2
million and $20 million in the 'A-' and 'B' quality markets where the pool of buyers is smaller and not as well
capitalized.
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Red Lion's 48 Hotels Go on the Block
Red Lion Hotels Corp., a Spokane, WA-based owner and franchisor of midscale hotels, is exploring strategic
alternative, including a potential sale of the company or a strategic combination with a third party.
"The Red Lion Hotels board of directors and management team are committed to maximizing shareholder value,"
said Jon E. Eliassen, president and CEO of Red Lion Hotels. "We have been working with Bank of America
Merrill Lynch since mid-February, and authorizing the exploration of strategic alternatives, including a potential
sale of the company, demonstrates our commitment to achieving this important objective. Our board and
management team are open minded about the process and intend to evaluate all options thoughtfully and
carefully."
"We have made important progress as evidenced by the completion of the strategic sale of Seattle Fifth Avenue,
which allowed the company to acquire previously leased hotels and strengthen its balance sheet with the
retirement of more than $28 million in debt," Eliassen added. "We remain focused on improving profitability and
are confident that the successful execution of our three-pronged strategy to reduce debt, expand our franchise
program and improve the competitive position of our hotels will enhance value for all Red Lion Hotels
shareholders."
The company added that evaluation of financial and strategic alternatives will not necessarily result in any
changes to the company's current business plan or any transaction or agreement. The company does not intend
to disclose developments regarding the evaluation of financial and strategic alternatives unless and until a final
decision is made.

Huntington Picks Up Failed $800 Mil. Detroit Area Bank
Huntington Bancshares Inc. purchased Fidelity Bank from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC). Fidelity
Bank was closed by the Michigan Office of Financial and Insurance Regulation, which appointed the FDIC as the
receiver.
Subsequently, the FDIC sold the 15-branch bank to Huntington.
As of March 9, 2012, Fidelity Bank had $800 million in assets.
The acquisition of the banking operations of Fidelity Bank is structured as an assisted whole bank purchase and
assumption transaction without a loss share agreement. Huntington has completed due diligence on more than
half of the loan portfolio, resulting in an acquisition asset discount of approximately $150 million.
"We are pleased to welcome the more than 18,000 customers of Fidelity Bank to Huntington, which has been a
leader in investing in Michigan," said Stephen D. Steinour, chairman, president, and CEO of Huntington.
The deal is a continuation of Huntington's ongoing investment in Michigan. In June 2011, the bank committed $2
billion in lending to Michigan businesses. More than $1 billion of the money has already been lent. Earlier this
month, the bank committed $100 million to affordable housing in Michigan that is aimed at helping families
throughout the state.
About 84% of Fidelity Bank's loan portfolio was commercial real estate related at year end. About $90 million of
outstanding loan balances were CRE-related loans more than 30 days delinquent. In addition, the bank held
$14.4 million in foreclosed commercial properties.
The FDIC estimates that the cost to the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF) will be $92.8 million.
Fidelity Bank is the 16th FDIC-insured institution to fail in the nation this year, and the first in Michigan.
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OCC Declares $1 Bil. Illinois Bank 'Significantly Undercapitalized'
Citizens First National Bank, a $1 billion bank in Princeton, IL, received a letter this past week from the U.S.
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) confirming that the bank was significantly undercapitalized.
The news follows by a couple weeks and written agreement with the OCC indicating that the OCC had "found
unsafe or unsound banking practices relating to credit risk management at the bank." As part of the agreement,
the bank and its holding company were to review the adequacy of the bank's allowance for loan and lease losses
and establish a program for the maintenance of adequate allowances.
As of year-end 2011, Citizens First National Bank reported $115 million in noncurrent loans and other real estate
owned and had set aside $34.6 million as a provision for loan and lease losses.
In the third quarter of 2011, the bank's parent holding company, Princeton National Bancorp Inc., implemented a
loan reporting reclassification shifting $53.3 million in commercial loans that were secured by commercial real
estate to be reported as commercial real estate loans rather than commercial loans.

Loans and Properties Under Surveillance

Watch List: Foreclosure Begins on 36 Bldg Industrial Loan
LNR Partners, as special servicer on CMBS deal Greenwich Capital Commercial Funding - 2005-GG5 has
begun foreclosure proceedings on a $317.5 million loan backing 36 industrial properties across the country. The
properties totaling 6.2 million square feet andare in various states including PA, CO, MN, TX, GA, IN, NC, WV,
MD, NJ, MI, AZ and TN, with a portfolio occupancy of 63.2%, as of 8/1/11 and annualized NOI of $15.8 million as
of 9/30/11. Leases at the property include; S.C. Johnson & Son with 511,760 square feet comprising 8.3% of the
property's net rentable square feet (NRSF), expiring 12/31/14, Whirlpool Corp., with 390,000 square feet
comprising 6.3% of NRSF, expiring 11/30/12 and J.C. Penny Corp. with 360,000 square feet comprising 5.8% of
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NRSF expiring 1/27/12. LNR is also continuing discussions with the borrowers. The borrowers under the Schron
Industrial Portfolio Loan are directly owned 100% by National Industrial Properties Mezz LP. Rubin Schron is the
guarantor of the non-recourse carve-outs.
Property Address
16651 North 84th Avenue
16661 North 84th Avenue
16671 North 84th Avenue
16681 North 84th Avenue
7025 South Revere Parkway
9195-D 6th Avenue
9197-C 6th Avenue
8022 Southpark Circle
6800 State Road 33 N
2600 Faulkenburg Road
2700 Faulkenburg Road
1003 Sigman Road
1255 Terminus Drive
1265 Terminus Drive
237 Greenwood Court
4430 Airport Expressway
6635 East 30th Street
16608 Hunter's Green Parkway

City
Peoria
Peoria
Peoria
Peoria
Englewood
Lakewood
Lakewood
Littleton
Lakeland
Riverview
Riverview
Conyers
Lithia Springs
Lithia Springs
McDonough
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Hagerstown

State
AZ
AZ
AZ
AZ
CO
CO
CO
CO
FL
FL
FL
GA
GA
GA
GA
IN
IN
MD

Property Address
23290 Commerce Drive
38150 Plymouth Road
38220 Plymouth Road
6340 Middlebelt Road
1150 Gateway Drive
5555 12th Avenue East
1099 Corporate Park Drive
1330 Campus Parkway
155 Pierce Street
5 Tru Temper Drive
700 Allen Road
100 First Avenue
495 East Locust Lane
7950 Eastgate Boulevard
7355 Cockrill Bend
16750 Westgrove Drive
4555 Excel Parkway
5158 Williamsport Pike

City
Farmington Hills
Livonia
Livonia
Romulus
Shakopee
Shakopee
Mebane
Neptune
Somerset
Carlisle
Carlisle
Gouldsboro
York
Lebanon
Nashville
Addison
Addison
Martinsburg

State
MI
MI
MI
MI
MN
MN
NC
NJ
NJ
PA
PA
PA
PA
TN
TN
TX
TX
WV

Bonus Item: Two California Plaza Goes into Receivership
William Howell has been named as receiver for Two California Plaza, a 54-story, 1.4 million-square-foot, iconic
office tower in downtown Los Angeles. The property is California's largest single asset real estate receivership in
2012.
Howell appointed Cushman & Wakefield as exclusive leasing agent for the Tower and Ocean West Management
Services as property manager.
"I am confident that the Tower can be returned to immediate success in the leasing and tenant community.
Significant capital has been allocated for improvements to the property and for future leasing costs. In addition,
our strong management and leasing team will immediately focus on the needs of existing tenants as well as new
tenants that will be attracted to the Tower," Howell said.
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